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By Amorah Quan-Yin

Inner Traditions Bear and Company, United States, 2001. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Original
ed.. 226 x 150 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Amorah Quan Yin s latest collection of
channeled teachings on the nature of spiritual initiation, mystery schools, and how to access
energies for personal transformation. - By the author of The Pleiadian Workbook (40,000 copies
sold). - More than 25 recorded transmissions from Ascended Masters, St. Germain, Elohim, Mother
Mary, and many others. - Includes guided meditations and exercises for everyday life. Learn how to
live in divine flow, deepen your spiritual connection to the divine source, and access spiritual
guidance in becoming a true Master Being of Light. In her latest series of channeled transmissions,
Amorah Quan Yin provides a fascinating chronicle of human spiritual evolution from a galactic
perspective. Quan Yin teaches that there is infinite loving assistance available to humanity from the
higher dimensions. In Affinity she transmits the wisdom of the Ascended Masters, Angels, and others
to assist us in learning how to receive this help and attain personal transformation. Drawing on the
wisdom of Goddess Antares and the gentle support of the Dolphin Star Temple Higher Council,
Quan Yin explains how...
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A top quality publication as well as the font utilized was fascinating to read. It is among the most incredible pdf i actually have read through. I am easily
could get a pleasure of looking at a created publication.
-- Scot Howe-- Scot Howe

This is the very best pdf i actually have study right up until now. I could possibly comprehended almost everything using this created e book. Your daily life
span will be enhance as soon as you total looking over this publication.
-- Prof. Johnson Rutherford-- Prof. Johnson Rutherford
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